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INTRODUCTION

• Chartier (2007) “La historia o la lectura del tiempo”.

• Usually textbooks play a transmitting function of knowledge
and sense of hegemonic reality by the authorities or power.
Foster (2011) suggests it is a powerful cultural artifact that
contains ideas and values that influential sectors society
expect that students learn.

• Is key to analyze the construction of that narrative in the
approache proposed by Chartier (2007), but remembering
authors as Apple & Christian-Smith, 1991; Paxton, 1999; or
Porat, 2004. They indicate that the content shown by the
textbooks are not literally reproduced by teachers or students
without processing with his previous knowledge of the subject
(Létourneau, 2014; Pla, 2012).



INTRODUCTION

• The analysis of the construction of collective identities through
textbooks has produced a large bibliography: example of
special issue of International Journal of Historical Learning
(2002), special issue of Educational Inquiry (2012), book
coordinated by Foster and Crawford (2006).

• George Eckert Institute is a reference for the large library and
mobilizing funds of international projects.

• In Europe the analysis of textbooks has focused on the tensions
between the teaching of history and its relationship to power,
curricula, building identities and the historical, social and
cultural context: Aubin (2000), Cajani (2006), Estivalèzes (2011),
Höpken (1996), Pingel (2000), Stöber (2013), Solé (2014);
Wilschut (2011) and Zachos & Michailidou (2014).



INTRODUCTION

• In U.S.A. articles by Foster (1999), Giordano (2003), Marsden
(2001) and Moreau (2003) have emphasized in the
construction of the nation and the values that are transmitted
in the textbooks of history about the great figures national as
Lincoln, Luther King or Kennedy.

• The image of the other, creating identities, images and
stereotypes, different views on events of national importance
are topics that are also discussed in other territories such as
Japan (Fukuoka, 2011), Israel (Kizel, 2015), Canada (Clark,
2005) and Australia (Parkes & Sharp, 2014).

• Similarly, in Latin America research on history textbooks have
focused about the identity message transmitted over key
issues such as the independence processes or the arrival of
Columbus to America (Carretero, Rosa & Gonzalez, 2006).



INTRODUCTION

• In Spain the research on textbooks is a topic very fruitful in

the last twenty years (Gómez, 2014; Gómez, Cózar and

Miralles, 2014; Martinez, 2012; Prats, 1997 and 2012; Saiz

2011 and 2013b; Valls 2001, 2008a, 2008b).

• In this context of bibliographic production, the aim of this

study is provide a comparative view of historical Key

concepts and historiographical approaches in textbooks

of three key territories of Western Europe: England,

Portugal and Spain; and the epistemology and teaching

approaches in the activities of Spanish, Portuguese and

English textbooks.



OBJETIVE

• To analyse cognitive abilities and historical

key concepts in textbooks activities in

english, portuguese and spanish history

textbooks at elementary and secondary

education.



MATERIALS

Epistemology and Teaching approaches (6.229

activities analyzed for categories: question types,

cognitive habilities, historical key concepts) in 22

spanish, portuguese and english history textbooks.



MATERIALS



METHOD

• Due to the nature of this research and the

proposed objectives, we adopted a

methodological design that combines a

quantitative and qualitative approach. The main

research on history education have also insisted on

the complementarity of these approaches (Ashby,

2004; Barca, 2005; Barton, 2012; Prats, 2002).

• Quantitative techniques were applied with the

analysis of textbooks activities through frequencies,

percentages and relationship between variables.



METHOD

Type of activity Example

Short question How many dictatorships met Spain between 1920 and 

1975?

Exercises with figures What differences do you see between Christian 

territories from the beginning of the eleventh century

and those of the thirteenth century?

Objective tasks The first constitution in Spain was approved in: a) 1808; 

b) 1812; c) 1978

Text comment What was the workday of a boy in the mines?

Essay How did the Jews feel expelled on the Peninsula?

Creation Imagine you were a suffragist of the early twentieth

century. Make a poster claiming the right to vote.

Information search From the eleventh century the artisans were grouped

into guilds, investigates and lists the main guilds of the

Middle Ages



METHOD
COGNITIVE LEVEL MEANING EXAMPLE

1They involve the localization and repetition of information

present in academic texts, written primary or secondary

sources. They are those that activate declarative

knowledge of literal formulation or text base. They only

suppose reading, description, localization, repetition,

reproduction and / or memorization skills.

What war faced the Bourbons and 

the Habsburgs for the Spanish 

throne?

2Those that require understanding the information inserted in

the resource (academic text, source, map, chronological

axis, image, etc.) summarizing, paraphrasing or

schematizing it; locate the main idea of the resource,

summarize the information offered in it and / or make an

outline of it, define concepts, relate, establish similarities or

differences between them; search and summarize new

information in other sources; and finally the making of simple

resources.

Identify the commercial activities in

the figure. What were they due to?

3Those that require students to analyze, apply, evaluate

information extracted from different resources or those that

involve the creation of new information. They start from the

previous level and derive from the resolution of inferential

questions and the application of procedural contents as

strategies. Historical empathy exercises, simulations or case

studies; the writing of simulated biographies applying

learned declarative contents; the critical or heuristic

evaluation of information provided by the sources.

Acculturation is a constant process

in today's civilizations. Do you

agree? Provide examples that

support your view on this subject.



METHOD
Historical key concepts
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• The differences found in the results of the analysis

are consistent with the use of the textbook in each

country and focus on history education proposed in

the curriculum.

• Textbook structure – use of textbook. Spanish

textbooks have text elaborated by authors of

textbooks, many images (but only there is activities

with 35% of images, rest are decoratives), and

many activities to memorize and understand the

text. There is few primary sources, and there is not

text of historians. Activities are the training to exam.

RESULTS



• Textbook structure – use of textbook. Portuguese

textbooks have text elaborated by authors of

textbooks, many sources (35% of images and

textual) and many activities related to inferences

and historical evidences. There is a lot of primary

sources (images and texts) and a text of historians.

Activities are the training to promote historical

competences related evidence.

RESULTS



• Textbook structure – use of textbook. English

textbooks has few authoring text and more primary

sources (images and primary text) and texts of

historians to analyze.

• Activities are the training to promote historical

competences related to evidence and to others

second order historical concept (empathy/

perspective, causality and change/continuity.

RESULTS



• Key competencies Vs Historical competencies

The strong presence of key competencies (generalist) in spanish
national curriculum determine the type of activities and skills
required in textbooks: seek information in other sources (only
copy-paste), seek similar situation in the present, but without link
past-present, etc.

The improvement in the skills required in the textbooks of Spain in
the last years and the better variety of activities is not related to
historical competencies, but with general skills.

In English and in Portuguese textbooks historical competencies
are better defined.

RESULTS



CONCLUSION
• Nation, as subject, is the main topics in textbooks.

• The weight of rankean positivism in Spanish and Portuguese textbooks

strikes a linear reading of nation building, while society and economy

is given with stereotypes and unpractical structural features.

• In Spanish the weight of political and institutional history only offset by

a big role of history of art and thinking from a macro perspective

(Humanism, Counter-Reformation, the Scientific Revolution, Baroque,

Renaissance, etc.).

• In Portuguese textsbooks although it also dominates the political

history is relevant the economic and social history.

• The presence of everyday life is very timely and very superficial, in in

both countries, with stereotypical archetypes. Society has a

secondary weight in the process of nation building, and the engine

of the history remains the happening of kingdoms and political and

artistic-cultural situations.



CONCLUSION

• English textbooks have a great paradox. They dedicate very

much pages to the nation, ignoring the rest of Europe. However,

they raise interesting questions about historical problems. They

work with primary sources and texts of historians. They conduct

case studies to do reflecting to the the students about social

issues, and also from a more current historiographical approach.

• However, the historical narrative is focused in the construction of

the English nation (especially in the centuries of the Middle Ages
and Early Modern Age). While the Spanish and Portuguese

textbooks raise the national construction within a European

framework (which feel part) in English textbooks feels that

process as being outside his own events.

• No doubt the influence of this circumstance in national

sentiment and the construction of collective identities.
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